Ways and means task force comment response

1. In areas such as rural west Texas there is a standard of denying those with healthcare such as Amerigroup or Aetna where service will be denied if health coverage is Medicare/Medicaid based. An advocate of Amerigroup worked with me to attempt to schedule a physical locally, and due to my honesty we had to schedule a physical in a neighboring town.

2. City and rural rides program is a dependable and compliant rides service. Taking myself from Abilene, to Stamford Hospital upset some of the staff, as they were unaware for whatever.

3. Patient volume would be a fine method to scrutinize rural areas lack of production and their minimum contribution to taxable medical services. Please have the committee look for opportunities in evolving policy to comply with innovation and bring policies that encourage by any and all means to increase patient volume to increase taxable events and generate long term story board content, in that common sense and agrarian logic may prevail.

4. The cause in many of the Medicare related services is discrimination stemming from inaccurate genetic records and tech related to racial profiling. A HHS professional in Austin, Texas disclosed the information as a “favor”, though I asserted it was her duty.

5. City and rural rides, CARR, of Texas is a fine example of medical transport to appointments.

6. An increase in overall carbon emissions is what is needed to increase the demand for rural labor by removing the middlemen that the dept of interior has addressed in the past. For the time being acts of God bring a positive long term effect on the rural workforce, and storms bring opportunity to all who carry on.

7. I could do the research required to completely address this question, but now at present I have to divert my energies to calling an electric company, Ambit, who is attempting to charge me more than $200 this month. I will submit both bills to you lucky recipients. To deal with this sort of chickencrap I have to walk to a winestore, and drink until I can handle the social interaction.

Etc et etc